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Aim: Criteria weighting is a key element of multicriteria decision analysis that is becoming extensively used
in healthcare decision-making. In our narrative review we describe the advantages and disadvantages of
various weighting methods. Methods: An assessment of the eight identified primary criteria weighting
methods was compiled on domains including their resource requirements, and potential for bias. Results:
In general, we found more complex methods to have less potential for bias; however, resource intensity
and general participant burden is greater for these methods. Conclusion: The selection of the most appropriate method depends on the decision-making context. The simple multiattribute rating technique
(SMART) method combined with swing-weighting technique and the analytic hierarchy process methods
may be the most feasible approaches for low- and middle-income countries.
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Decision-making at micro, meso and macro levels of healthcare is a complex issue, strongly characterized by
conflicting aims, that often results in a situation when there is a trade-off between equity and efficiency [1].
Healthcare decisions are therefore ideally not based on a single criterion, but on a set of criteria, such as equity or
fairness, efficacy or effectiveness, stakeholder interests and pressures, cost–effectiveness, strength of evidence, and
safety [2].
The typical aim of priority setting when considering healthcare interventions is to reach various policy goals;
for example, maximizing general population health, reducing health inequalities, supporting disadvantaged or
vulnerable groups, while taking into account budgetary constraints. Optimal resource allocation necessitates rational
priority setting and a transparent decision-making framework [3], in order to reach health policy objectives. The
comparison of different scenarios has to be based on well-defined priorities that reflect on the preferences of
the stakeholders. Unfortunately, priority setting when choosing among health interventions is often ad hoc and
resources are not used to an optimal extent [3].
Multiple criteria or multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) – also known as multiple-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) – is the collective name of formal approaches that support decision making by taking into account
multiple criteria in an explicit and transparent way [4]. Explicitly considering multiple criteria and structuring
complex decision problems leads to better understanding of the question, which in turn makes the decision-making
process easier (as complex problems are broken down into smaller and more consistent pieces) and more consistent.
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This also implies that the main goals of decision-makers are represented by predefined and clearly stated criteria [5]
that optimally result in a transparent decision-making framework [6].
The methodology of MCDA has extensively been used in various disciplines, with healthcare experiencing
limited but growing application [7]. The limited use in healthcare so far may be due to several reasons including the
complexity of the approach, large data requirements and organizational barriers [6]. It is also important to note that
in light of good practice guidelines, most MCDA frameworks have trade-offs between potential methodologic flaws
and their ease-of-use [8]. Though a recent evaluation of 41 examples of applying MCDA in healthcare suggested
that the favored weighting methods tip toward ease of use over that of potential methodological flaws [9].
Thokala et al. listed the following key steps of a value measurement MCDA process in healthcare: defining the
decision problem, selecting and structuring criteria, measuring performance, scoring alternatives, weighting criteria,
calculating aggregate scores, dealing with uncertainty, and at the end, reporting and examining findings [10]. With
the growing need for practical MCDA application, the real-life feasibility of the various methods, which are used
to conduct these steps, has great significance. In like manner, the selection of goals, criteria and assessment of the
alternatives should be based on a solid methodological background [11].
In our research the focus is on weighting the criteria the step used to quantify the relevance of the selected
criteria. As in real-world decision making, various criteria have different levels of importance, which all must be
taken into consideration when constructing an MCDA framework. Multiple methods are available to conduct this
step, based on different theoretical foundations, and for different levels of required resources [10,12].
Low- and middle-income countries generally have limited resources available for research including a higher
discount rate for the future versus present as well as a strictly limited budget [13]. These resource limitations may
also have implications for MCDA criteria weight methodology. Prior knowledge of MCDA methods applied to
healthcare is often limited in these settings. True for any setting, there is often a requirement from experts and
stakeholders to translate theory into practice. The availability of primary data and access to relevant information can
also be low. Limited access to software tools, and, in many cases, language barriers, can also potentially discourage
researchers from selecting certain MCDA methods.
Though there is high variability in healthcare systems and priority settings across low- and middle-income
countries, there is a key area, the field of expired patents, the so-called off-patent pharmaceuticals (OPPs), which
are being extensively used in low- and middle-income countries. Low- and middle-income countries require a
simple and pragmatic methodology for OPP decision-making that takes more attributes into account than only
the price of the products. As a result, building MCDA frameworks to find transparent, consistent and rigorous
solutions for decision making for the area of OPPs in these countries has become an emerging practice [14,15].
The objective of this narrative review is to support the construction of MCDA frameworks, by identifying and
comparing the most often used criteria weighting methods in order to describe the advantages and disadvantages
of the various methods, and to provide guidance for the selection of the most appropriate methodology for a given
decision problem in low- and middle-income settings.

Methods
In order to capture the list of the most commonly used criteria weighting methods in our narrative review, we based
our selection on the first report of the MCDA Emerging Good Practices Task Force of the International Society
for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) [10]. The report listed the following approaches: various
methods of direct rating, that are generally noncomparative [16], swing weighting [17], the simple multiattribute
rating technique (SMART) [18], pairwise comparison methods like the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [19] or
the measuring attractiveness by a categorical based evaluation technique (MACBETH) [20,21], and decomposition
methods like discrete choice experiments (DCE) [22,23], the potentially all pairwise rankings of all possible alternatives
(PAPRIKA) methodology [24], and conjoint analysis (CA) [25].
Direct rating is possibly the simplest set of methods available for estimating criteria weights, simply performed
by asking stakeholders to assign number values to the different criteria, with no trade-offs involved [26].
Setting up criteria levels, based on which the scoring of alternatives is conducted according to the particular
criterion, is a type of so-called scoring functions. Swing weighting takes the criteria levels into account when
estimating criteria weights. Decision-makers start from a hypothetical worst-case scenario, where all criteria are set
to the worst possible levels. Then, they identify the most important criterion by selecting the one that, if improved,
would improve the overall situation the most. The most important criterion is assigned 100 points, and then
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The basic structure of the analytic hierarchy process method (without subcriteria).

decision-makers are asked about the next criterion to be moved from its worst level to its best – that will receive a
point value <100 [27].
In case of the SMART method, the weight elicitation is conducted in two phases, during which decision-makers
establish an order of importance of the criteria first. Then, starting from the least important criterion, stakeholders
assess the relative importance of the next criterion compared with the previously evaluated one by assigning a score
to it, higher than the score that was assigned to the previous one. Finally, these weights are normalized to give a
sum of 1, or 100% [18]. The SMART and swing methods can be combined as well, using the latter method for
setting up the order of importance of the criteria [28].
When conducting an assessment using the AHP, the decision problem is described in a hierarchical, multilevel
structure, that is best explained visually in Figure 1, with the goal of making a decision on the highest level. As in
the figure, the criteria and subcriteria are placed in the middle, while the alternatives are on the lowest level. This
structure attempts to conceptualize the causal relationship concerning how the use of different alternatives could
support reaching the main goal. Criterion weights are established based on pairwise comparisons [19]. Pairwise
comparisons are used on each level, to provide estimations of the weights for the criteria and for the alternatives
as well, resulting in a preference matrix. The criteria weights are determined by the mathematical method of
finding the principal eigenvector [29] of this matrix, and then a consistency ratio is defined to assess the consistency
of judgements [4]. The eigenvector is the positive vector that changes by only a scalar factor when that linear
transformation (expressed as the matrix in question) is applied to it.
With MACBETH, the process is also based on pairwise comparisons across criteria. At the end of evaluation,
the M-MACBETH software, that is required to conduct analyses with this method, searches for inconsistency in
the resulting matrix of judgments. The software then identifies the minimum number of judgments that should be
modified to achieve consistency, and provides suggestions for decision-makers [20].
If a method is based on the DCE principles, the preferences of the decision-maker will only be asked indirectly,
using the stated preferences. So-called choice sets are constructed, when decision-makers are faced with two
hypothetical scenarios, that have explicitly defined attributes according to various criteria. Generally, decisionmakers have to pick the more preferred one from two choice sets, sometimes also with the option to pick ‘neither’.
Based on their selections, their implicit preferences will be elicited by statistical methods [27]. These methods
generally require software support.
The PAPRIKA methodology may be considered the next generation of DCE methodologies. In this case,
decision-makers need to choose between two choice sets, as well. During the process, a computer software supports
the reduction of the number of questions to answer by assuming transitivity, and excludes pairwise comparisons
based on domination. An example of domination is when one alternative has a higher rating on at least one criterion
and none lower on any other criterion, compared with the other competing alternative. The PAPRIKA method
also provides information on the preferred scoring functions, according to which the alternatives will be assessed
by each criterion [24].
It should also be noted, that while some articles used the terms ‘CA’ and ‘discrete choice experiments’ interchangeably, the two methods are not the same [30]. DCEs are modeled within a random utility maximization framework.
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Table 1. Weighting method trade-off domains.
Method name

Resource requirement

Software requirement

Chance of bias

General complexity

Direct weighting

Low

No

High

Very low

SMART combined with swing
weighting

Low

No

Moderate–high

Low

AHP

Moderate

Not necessarily

Moderate

Moderate

MACBETH

Moderate

Yes

Moderate–low

Moderate

DCE

High

Yes

Low

High

PAPRIKA

High

Yes

Low

High

CA

High

Yes

Low

High

AHP: Analytic hierarchy process; CA: Conjoint analysis; DCE: Discrete choice experiments; MACBETH: Measuring attractiveness by a categorical-based evaluation technique; PAPRIKA:
Potentially all pairwise rankings of all possible alternatives; SMART: Simple multiattribute rating technique.

While CA evolved from the theory of conjoint measurement, the axioms of which have some relationship to utility
theory, and there is also no error theory associated with conjoint measurement [30,31].
A hybrid of adaptive CA is a type of conjoint analyses where decision-makers engage in ranking the criteria,
before the pairwise comparison. This method, through software support, can be used to take more attributes and
levels of simple scoring functions into account than with other types of CA [27]. With this method, the willingness
of decision-makers to trade one attribute for another is taken into account as well as their willingness to pay in the
case of the cost criterion.
The methods of weight elicitation listed above were assessed both concerning their theoretical advantages and
disadvantages, and also from the point of view of real-life feasibility especially in low- and middle-income countries,
focusing on the number and complexity of questions the decision-makers are required to answer. Resource use, such
as timescale of developing the MCDA framework, necessary research budget and the number of experts involved,
was considered based on the estimation of feasibility of implementation in a setting with limited resources, for
example, in low- and middle-income countries. The potential for bias was evaluated based on the scientific literature
and the personal experience of authors. The general complexity of the methods was assessed based on the number
and complexity of questions, and complexity of calculations.
Results
A brief overview of the findings, as a summary of the authors’ judgement, is included in Table 1. The direct
weighting method seemingly has a big advantage of being simple, of not needing advanced software and requiring
the least amount of resources overall. Although for some decision-makers, conducting pairwise comparisons may
be more feasible, the use of this method can also lead to significantly biased results (e.g., participants not expressing
their true preferences freely [32]) and some suggested these methods were methodologically incorrect due to their
weak scientific basis [33]. Regarding the number of questions, if there are n criteria, using the direct weighting
method, decision-makers only have to answer n questions.
Several studies highlighted the main advantages of SMART, which are its simplicity of use, its ease of translating
values to a requirement of low resource amounts, and its allowance for both relative and absolute weight assignment
techniques [34]. On the other hand, some considered the procedure for determining weight coefficients to be
nonconvenient, considering complicated frameworks [35]. Its use is advised when a large amount of information is
available and access to decision-makers is easy to obtain [34], and no special software support is available.
Defining criteria weights directly in case of the SMART method combined with swing weighting technique
is a simple approach, though it still requires proper explanation. The concern that decision-makers may not be
able to quantify the relative importance of their preferences properly is a strong limitation of this approach.
Furthermore, as a consequence of the chain structure of ordering the criteria first, there is the possibility that only
one incorrectly estimated weight will have a significant impact on the whole structure. Therefore, the potential for
bias of this method was classified as moderate–high. The weight of the first criterion may be very small compared
with the last question because of the chain effect, especially if there is no cap on the maximum allowed difference
between two criteria. With the SMART method combined with swing weighting technique, determining the order
of criteria required n-1 questions, and deriving the relative importance by comparison of alternative scenarios
required an additional n-1 decisions. This method resulted in a sum of (n-1)*2 questions needed to be answered by
decision-makers. Like the previously discussed methods, SMART can also be applied without the use of computers.
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The advantage of the AHP method is that it is easy to use, it can adjust in size to accommodate decisionmaking problems due to its hierarchical structure, and it is straightforward in its approach. AHP’s ability to handle
larger problems makes it ideal for problems that compare performance among a high number of alternatives [34].
However, several researchers noted that applying this method can potentially lead to inconsistency [36]. In addition,
the scales assigning numbers to quantitative judgements of relative importance, which are used during the pairwise
comparisons, are arbitrarily set up by the researchers, which can lead to biased results. Among its disadvantages,
the interdependence between criteria and inconsistencies was listed (though it can occur between other methods as
well). This approach is susceptible to rank reversal, meaning that the addition of alternatives at the end of the process
could cause the final rankings to flip or reverse, though resource management problems have a limited number
of alternatives to begin with, overall leading to a potential for bias categorized as moderate. With the original
AHP approach, seeing that all criteria have to be compared with each other, stakeholders have to make n*(n-1)/2
decisions. However, the methodology of incomplete pairwise comparison matrices has been developed [37] and has
been applied successfully [38]. This version of the AHP method is able to reduce the number of decisions to be
made.
With the AHP method, criteria weights can only be directly compared if decision-makers have used the same
factors and/or hierarchies, considering that they can set up different structures individually [39]. In cases where
decision-makers have used different hierarchy structures to generate criteria weights, AHP combines their outcomes
by taking the geometric mean [40]. Another commonly discussed feature of AHP is that even the decision-makers
can be ranked according to their expertise so their individual evaluations can be given more or less importance [41].
The necessity of software support in the case of the AHP method grows with the complexity of the decision
problem.
With MACBETH, the requirement of qualitative answers instead of quantitative ones can make using this
method easier for several decision-makers, though it can also become a limitation, when discussing criteria that
is perceived in a quantitative way in everyday life (e.g., costs). The number of qualitative judgments elicited can
range between n-1 and n*(n − 1)/2, judgements. Though in practice, it is recommended that in addition to these,
further judgments should also be elicited with the software [20]. While it requires more resources than the less
complex methods, the addition of further judgement elicitation reduces the potential for bias to the moderate–low
range.
By using the DCE technique, true preferences can potentially be estimated easier through quantifying the stated
preferences of decision-makers. The modeling of competing scenarios provides a more detailed picture of the relative
importance of the criteria, which leads to more precise criteria weights. This technique can also be aligned relatively
easily with cost-benefit analyses compared with other methods [42]. A report on discrete choice experiments listed
potential implausible combinations and interaction effects among the limitations [43]. An additional disadvantage
of the method is its potential bias, mainly in cases when potential consequences of bad decisions can be very severe,
as some noted when there is an inverse relationship between the magnitude of a decision and the value of applying
CA or DCE to it [44]. The main practical issue identified with DCE use was the exponentially increasing number of
questions that need to be answered. As the number of combinations of criteria and scoring function levels increase
with DCE, so does the number of potential profiles. An increased number of potential profiles can also lead to
increasing the number of stakeholder interviews and a potentially large cognitive burden. Furthermore, a method
based on DCE principles generally requires software support.
Regarding the number of stakeholders needed for conducting a DCE exercise, it mostly depends on the setting.
In practice, the sample sizes of most DCE studies were in the range of hundreds [45]. Most practical designs
produce too many questions for a single respondent [43]. A so-called fractional factorial design is often used, where
a subset of all possible combinations of attributes are selected, to limit the number of choice sets presented to
decision-makers in order to reduce information overload and elicitation burden [46]. The so-called block design can
also help to reduce the number of questions [47]. However, care is needed to ensure that the number of choice sets
used (combining the various attributes and levels) results in enough data for statistical analysis.
In case of the PAPRIKA methodology, the number of further necessary questions is reduced dynamically as a
function of the decisions made previously through eliminating the dominated alternatives. Any number of criteria
and/or levels can be included in a survey. However, as the number of criteria and levels increases, the number of
potential alternatives (combinations) increases exponentially. The main advantage of the PAPRIKA methodology
is that the criteria weights can be constructed without explicitly asking decision-makers about them. Additionally,
this technique provides information on the value functions related to the different criteria, which requires serious
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effort on the part of both the analysts and the decision-makers in the other cases. Naturally, the PAPRIKA method
inherits the limitations of the DCE methodology as well. In addition, PAPRIKA also requires the use of particular
software.
A study comparing CA with AHP found, that with CA, the scenarios presented to decision-makers were more
realistic, while with AHP, participants only compared less concrete attributes, which can lead to less realistic choices,
and thus over-, or under-, estimation of the preference weights [48]. A study came to the conclusion that in choicebased conjoint studies around 20 choice tasks can be asked from responders without degradation in data quality [49].
Some argued that CA is generally inconsistent with demand theory in microeconomics and it is unsuitable for use
in applied economics due to several logical inconsistencies, while DCEs have a more solid theoretical basis, and are
considered to be more general and consistent with demand theory in microeconomics [30]. Just as the case with the
DCE and PAPRIKA methods, the CA approach offers a low risk of bias due to its complex approach, but requires
more resources and cannot be implemented without software support.
Of the methods assessed, direct weighting, SMART method combined with swing weighting, AHP and PAPRIKA
are able to generate individual criterion weights for every decision-maker. With methods such as DCE and CA,
estimation procedures such as probit, logit and multinomial logit are used to determine the set of weights for the
entire sample [27].
In general, it was also noted that since multiple choice questions are cognitively more challenging, statistically
efficient designs may be beyond the reach of respondents with a condition that involves cognitive deficits. The
balance between acceptable response efficiency and statistical efficiency may favor simpler designs [43].

Discussion
Several differences were observed across weight elicitation methods, from the methodological point of view, though
some methods can be considered minor variants of one another. It is important, however, that in practice their actual
usefulness is determined based on procedural and practical considerations [50]. Several recommendations suggested
choosing elicitation methods with relatively simple extraction components to be used in applied settings [51]. Some
redundancy may even help in getting more robust results, while minimally sufficient sets induce a highly sensitive
system of weights.
The required number of questions answered by decision-makers is a considerable limitation for AHP and the
general DCE methodologies in the case of more complex decision problems, where the number of criteria is
higher. On the other hand, the lower number of required questions for the SMART method combined with swing
weighting still carries the risk of inconsistent criteria weights due to the fact that the values of relative importance
are explicitly measured. In the study by Mangham et al., up to 18 choice sets were suggested, as 18 is considered a
practical limit for how many comparisons can be completed before boredom sets in – though this is likely to vary
due to differences in complexity and the characteristics of the target population [52].
A study by van Til et al. [53] has reached similar conclusions. In their article, 12 healthy controls and 16
mild cognitively impaired subjects were asked to determine the relative importance of four decision criteria using
five different weight elicitation techniques: SMART, SMART combined with swing weighting, Kepner-Tregoe
weighting, AHP and CA. In the healthy subjects, no significant preference was found in the feasibility of methods
for regular practice, though CA was found to be significantly better regarding general understanding of task, and
AHP was significantly the easiest to implement, when considering the difficulty of the task.
In an assessment of weighting methods by Pöyhönen et al., they did not discover essential differences in the results
across AHP, the direct weighting method, SMART, swing weighting and tradeoff weighting, though the response
scale effects can potentially lead to different weights. The authors in their conclusion suggested that practitioners
choose a method following their personal preferences [54].
A study by Mangham et al. [52] explicitly discussed the application of the DCE method in a low income country.
The authors highlighted the importance of pretesting questionnaires, reducing the number of choice sets reviewed,
including pictorial information and verbal descriptions, though some elements of the design can remain complex.
The authors also highlighted the importance of communicating the research findings and policy implications in an
easily understandable way [52]. Several of these conclusions can be applied to other methodologies as well.
While the different comparisons of weight elicitation methods sometimes showed slightly contradictory conclusions, the most popular methods, which are generally most often used in a setting of countries with limited
resources, are the SMART method (possibly in conjunction with swing weighting), AHP and the DCE approach.
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The choice between these methods should be based mainly on the availability of resources, including time. This
consideration is especially important for low- and middle-income countries that generally have limited resources
available for research.
From the methodological point of view, if simplicity is of high importance, or if the number of criteria is
relatively high, it is advisable to use the SMART method coupled with swing weighting. In other cases, for example,
when different decision-makers need to be weighted based on their relative importance (voting power), then the
original AHP method, or incomplete pairwise comparison matrices, can be the most feasible solutions. If flexibility
within applied cost–benefit analyses is of key importance, the DCE method can be selected. When adhering to the
practice of conducting hundreds of DCE interviews, it can put a strain on researchers, if time and other resources
are especially limited. The SMART and AHP methods have been known to deliver results, even after conducting
smaller workshops [55].
With the use of these methods, the feasibility of constructing a transparent, consistent and rigorous decisionmaking framework can be ensured. This idea has been supported by the real-life example of the results of three
separate MCDA workshops, which have been conducted to focus on the area of OPPs in low- and middleincome countries, where SMART method combined with swing weighting was used, based on considerations of
feasibility [56].
Limitations of our approach include that we based our selection of methods on the weight elicitation methods
listed in the first report of the MCDA Emerging Good Practices Task Force of the International Society for
Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research [10], and therefore future research could be performed to evaluate
more methods or to assess the weight elicitation techniques according to different criteria. We also focused only on
the weight elicitation step of an MCDA framework, and did not take into account the other steps, which are also
vital parts of particular methods. For example, the technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution
(TOPSIS) [57] can also be considered, with its unique approach. The main idea is to look for a solution that is as
close as possible to the (virtual) positive ideal solution (performing the best with respect to all criteria), and, at the
same time, is as far as possible from the (also virtual) negative ideal solution, performing the worst with respect to
all criteria. Using one of the two approaches does not necessarily mean that requirements of the other approach are
also being fulfilled. MCDA includes both the weighting of the criteria, based on their importance, and applying
the scoring functions to the alternatives with respect to each criterion, and the aggregation of the two results in the
overall ranking; therefore, separating these can also be considered a limitation of our study.
Conclusion
The results of our narrative review show that there is an inverse relation between the number and complexity
of questions to be answered and the complexity of the criteria weighting methodology. Increasing complexity of
the criteria weighting methodology is associated with less likelihood for biased findings and higher likelihood
of practical challenges. Choosing the most appropriate technique for a certain decision problem has to be done
based on the precision tolerance, considering the trade-off between the complexity of questions, the size of the
decision-making group and the available resources for constructing the MCDA framework.
Selection between these methods can be based on several specific considerations, like simplicity, the number of
criteria or the strength of theoretical basis of the methodologies. In general, pretesting questionnaires, reducing the
number of questions that decision-makers need to answer, and communicating the research findings are successful
strategies. The SMART method combined with swing weighting technique and the AHP methods can achieve
compromises between complexity and the potential for bias, and are likely to be the most feasible approaches for
countries with limited resources.
Future perspective
It is very likely that as MCDA is being used in various decision-making environments within the healthcare sector,
more information will be available on the real-life usability of the various criteria-weighting methods. This will help
in further refining the recommendations on selecting the most appropriate method for a given decision-making
context (e.g., low- and middle-income countries with limited resources), taking practical aspects into account.
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Executive summary
• Based on a task force report, we identified eight methods for criteria-weighting, which is a key element of
multicriteria decision analysis.
• Our selection included general rating methods like the simple multiattribute rating technique (SMART), pairwise
comparison methods like the analytic hierarchy process and decompositional methods like discrete choice
experiments.
• A qualitative assessment of all reviewed weighting methods was compiled on domains including their resource
and software requirements, and their potential for bias.
• In general, we found that methods with higher levels of general complexity may result in less potential for bias;
however, resource intensity and general participant burden is greater for these methods.
• The selection of the most appropriate method depends on the real-world context (e.g., availability of resources)
in which it is used.
• Low- and middle-income countries generally have limited resources available for research.
• The simple multiattribute rating technique and the analytic hierarchy process methods may be the most feasible
approaches for low- and middle-income countries with more limited resources.
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